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Across
1. quiver 
6. expresses, of a 
  grievance perhaps  
10. does not subtract 
14. What live action 
  Disney remake will be re-
  leased in March 2020? 
15. person from the north-
 ernmost country in the
 United Kingdom  
16. What kind of year is
  2020? 
17. wrinkle flatteners 
18. compound which
  forms part of 
  hemoglobin 
19. functional group
  RCO 
20. one of a pair of small
  throat organs  
22. unable to hear 
24. character Thorne of 
 “Peaky Blinders” 
25. get the attention of  

26. what a bell might
  do  
27. attempt 
28. face of evil, 
  biblically  
30. pain 
32. jewel 
35. give a chair to, as at a
  restaurant  
37. What kind of total
  eclipse will occur in De-
  cember 2020? 
39. spread out (from)  
42. annoying  
44. Where will the 
  Summer Olympics be
  held in 2020? 
45. urgent request 
47. gov. research agency
  currently under 
  Córdova 
48. try out  
49. ___ the Grouch
52. old-fashioned 
  contraction  

53. negate  
56. come into view 
60. ___ is me  
61. what you might do to
  dishes before washing 
62. take off the market
  in response to safety con-
  cerns  
63. hotels  
65. structure that deter- 
  mines eye color 
67. famous prize  
68. What org. will launch 
  the Mars 2020 
  mission? 
69. transmitted electroni-
  cally, perhaps 
70. What city will host the
  2020 World Expo? 
71. vehicle used in
  snow  
72. avant-garde 
73. twirls 

Down
1. strike down 
2. a Great Lake  
3. ___ the way; during the course
  of  
4. Nebraska’s southern neighbor  
5. national flag on a ship  
6. fire residue  
7. AriZona, for example 
8. Bronx singer-songwriter 
  Santos  
9. take possession of without 
  permission 
10. ___ mode (two words) 
11. ten-event athletic 
  competition  
12. products of being lost in
  thought, perhaps  
13. spread 
21. smallest possible amount 
23. lab container  
29. hold onto  
31. ratio of the adjacent side to the
  hypotenuse: Abbr.  
32. understand 
33. full of feeling 
34. be plausible (two words) 
36. neck accessories  
38. one who makes calls: Abbr.  
40. state SW of Vermont  
41. night monkey genus  
43. speed competition partici-
  pant  
46. searching 
50. make ___; apologize  
51. recover 
52. siblings of the same age 
54. sound 
55. challenged 
57. Jewish religious leader 
58. obtain, usually information 
59. ___ island; former immigration
  center 
64. unhappy 
66. pig house 


